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Angela Gabrielle Fabunan

by Cislyn Smith

The wild girls don’t wear shoes. They
slip through the palmetto scrub and
walk through the twigs and acorns under
twisted oaks on the balls of their feet,
callouses tougher than the cracked soles
of my flipflops. When I was little, and we
lived way out in the sticks on the Manatee
River, I wanted to be one of them. I told
my Grandma that and she said we can’t
all live in swamps and eat algae for a
living, but I didn’t see why not. She said
the wild girls were ‘unnatural’, which
didn’t even make any damn sense. Naiads
are the most natural things around. But
she was old and remembered from before,
when people didn’t see naiads swimming
and walking around, so Mom and Dad
said we all had to be patient with her.
I didn’t want to be patient. I wanted to be
a wild girl.
I started kicking off my shoes when I was
eight, whenever I was by myself. It went

ok for a while, though my toes weren’t
webbed and I wasn’t allowed to swim in
the water for fear of gators and snakes.
There were two naiads in the slough
adjacent to our property and I watched
them to learn how to be graceful sloshing
through the mud and over fallen cypress
logs. That is, until I stepped on a piece
of broken glass down near the bank. I
hopped all the way back to the house,
and then it was off to the E.R. with my
foot propped up on the dash, wrapped
in a bloody dishtowel. Four stitches and
some magically adhered blood moss later
and then I was stuck in sneakers for ages.
After that I was too much of a tenderfoot
to try go barefoot outside.
The wild girls don’t brush their wild
green and brown tangles, either. I never
bothered trying that one out. I knew
better. Even wild girls have to pick and
choose their battles.

I chose my battles when they put
the sanctuaries up, too. When the
government rounded up the wild girls
and put them in the protected zones,
everyone I knew expected me to be out
there, shouting and carrying on with signs
and slogans with other kids from my high
school. It’s true that I was mad about it
- those were my friends, after all. And I
didn’t like all the talk about it being ‘for
their own good,’ either. But I took my cue
from the naiads. I watched. I listened.
There was some splashing and sabotage
of the air boats that came to collect them
at first, but mostly they went with their
heads up, smiling with closed lips over
sharp teeth, like they had a secret to
savor. If the wild girls were satisfied with
two or three central locations on each
river and access to the estuaries, well,
so was I. It didn’t seem right to act like I
knew better than them.

were vampires. I wish they were, in truth.
Vampires stalking the brackish waters and
byways might keep the developers out
for good. Fewer golf courses. Fewer strip
malls. And they could snack on snowbirds
and tourists, maybe.

I wonder sometimes if the wild girls
get tired of the tourists, the way that I
do. They seem to have infinite patience
for the boats and the routine and the
speeches I run through. Everyone who
comes wants to hear about the Important
Ecological work the naiads do, so they can
walk away reassured about the way things
work. I have to bite my tongue when they
go looking for ways to make it all a simple
math problem - impurities go in and then
the naiads take it back out, so there’s no
need to worry, right? No need to fret.
Everyone is doing their part, and they
can feel righteous about putting things
in the recycle bin at the hotel before they
Now I’ve got a summer job, taking
fly back home. Anything venturing out of
tourists out to those protected zones
those shallow waters isn’t what people
in flat-bottomed airboats. They cram in
come here for, so I smile with lips closed
there with selfie sticks and gnomish made over my teeth and don’t say much that
fanny packs, smelling of sunscreen and
isn’t on the script.
chewing gum. I tell them at the start that
they can’t take pictures of the naiads, but Instead, I dutifully point to the piles of
they always think I mean they shouldn’t.
trash near the tree line and instruct every
They nod along and smirk and plan for
tourist to take one thing away with them,
when to sneak a picture behind my back
after we watch the wild girls wiggle their
and I let them. They’ll get shots of the
hands down into the mud, scooping out
mangroves or a log they think is a gator
beer cans and plastic grocery bags and
or just themselves in front of nothing
fishing line and heap them up on the
much at all. Naiads don’t photograph. I
bank. Everyone is dutiful and does as I
had one guy ask me if that meant they
say, though there are wrinkled noses
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and disdainful sniffs at the mucky trash.
It’s one of the prices of entry into any
sanctuary, and they pay it. The other price
is a flat fee that the administrators use
to pay guides like me, so I do try to be
grateful for the crowds. It’s easier some
days than others.
On a lucky day we’ll see the naiads laying
hands on the deep wounds slashed into
a manatee’s back, soothing away the
damage done by some motorboat going
too fast in shallow water. The tourists will
gasp and ooh and ahh. Someone will ask
if they ever use that magic on humans.
(No, no they do not.) Someone else will
want to take a cup of sanctuary water
home in a plastic sippy cup or whatever
else they have on hand. Only authorized
cups purchased from the gift shop are
allowed, but I pretend not to notice when
a lady pours out the remains of her coke
on one side of the boat and then scoops
up some water in the can. She’ll give
me a good tip, and a very little sugary
soda doesn’t hurt the river. Better she
dump the soda than the can, and with
any luck the sanctuary water will help
her houseplants have a little more life in
them. Or her kids. Whatever. It’s good for
lots of things.
When the tourists have gone and my shift
is over, I putter back over to the sanctuary
in my own little boat. Being an employee
has its perks, and getting in after hours
is one of them. The wild girls strip out of
the Spanish moss tops and short skirts

they wear when there are outsiders
around. So-called decency is for other
people, part of the show. After hours,
we’re not the show. We sit together in
silence for a while, me on the bank and
them mostly in the water, as twilight
gathers and mosquitos swarm me and
leave them alone - the river water and sap
in their veins isn’t nearly so tasty as the
blood in mine.
Then I’ll get out the latest zoning reports,
the latest real estate sales. I read them
aloud by the light of my phone, to no one
in particular. Just because. The wild girls
are so still in the humid darkness near
me that you’d think they were sleeping. I
know better.
In a day, or a week, or a month, there’ll
be another notice in the paper. Another
failed development, another scrapped
project. Bad foundation. Black mold.
Sinkholes. Termites. An endangered
species found on site - bobcat or sandhill
crane, maybe, or an orchid nobody’s seen
in decades. There are so many things to
go wrong in a place like this. So many
ways for the march of progress to trip on
a submerged tree root and fall on its face
in the mud.
I’m not eating algae for a living, but I
think I’ve finally made it as a wild girl all
the same. And we wild girls get things
done.
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Story by Jordan E. McNeil &
Art by Kat Weaver

The beautiful princess wakes by the
sea. Her long tresses trail behind her,
winding into the sand and the sea foam.
As the sun rises, she begins to take
her pearl comb
through her hair—
slowly through
the knots, the
tangles, releasing
the debris into the
sea. Creatures of
water and sand dart
about all day as she
works, sustaining
themselves from
the stray flora and
fauna she discards.
When the sun
begins to set, the
princess finally
reaches the ends of
her hair, her aquatic
subjects full and
happy. She smiles
at her place in this

small ecosystem, lays her head to rest on
the loamy sand, and sleeps until morning,
when the ritual will begin again.

by Jose Luis Pablo
This poem originally appeared in Katitikan Literary Journal
I cannot remain
The fairytale of the seafoam
Or flicker of maiden’s
Face in the pool.
By your hand,
I churn, fluid
As my temple.
And am I not creature —
Necessary creation
Of what surrounds me?
See my disappearing fin,
Camouflaged in synthetic fiber
Flora, ghostlings
Of progress.
Call me leviathan.
My ocean body shimmers:
Constellation of seaglass, bottles without messages,
Sunlit scale among silver bellies of wrappers,
Rainbow coral and oil spill, pearl and polystyrene,
Plastic bags bobbing like jellyfish heads.
Now call me Gorgon,
Slithering
Hair slathered in venom.
Peer into my crystal eyes.
Tell me
What your future holds.

by Nelly Geraldine García-Rosas
1. Her dating profile says she is a mermaid and she is merely 9 km away from me.
2. Two truths and a lie: I can tell how you’ll die by looking at your bare feet. I’m a sevenhundred-year-old mermaid. I work for the axolotl conservation program.
3. I send her an awkward message asking about the axolotls. They’re dying, she
answers, and I can’t do anything to save them. They need their lake back. I assume that
her job is not a lie.
4. Mexico City was built on a lake that does not exist anymore. Lake Texcoco is a
ghost that roams the city and draws in floods when the rain feels compassionate.
5. In her profile photo, she is looking directly at the camera. The background is
covered in dozens of turquoise mosaics like the inside of an empty pool. Her
vitreous eyes pierce my mind. Her freckles are made of gold; they shimmer like
the sun. Beautifully disturbed by the wind, her long hair swirls as if underwater.
The lips slightly open, are about to say something.
6. She is in a band. It is that kind of dreamy, moody alt-metal that I used to listen
to in high school. She sings like the wind trapped in a cave. My favorite song
of hers, “Ambystoma Mexicanum,” is the experimental kind of ambient I can
gorge on. It is about longing and solitude. I listen to it several times a day, and
every time I discover new, subtle things. I’m hearing a flute. A wooden flute.
A seashell conch blown over the bass. Her voice seamlessly mingles with the
music. She tells me the vocals were recorded inside her bathtub to achieve a
liquidy-echo sound.
7. Our city preserves the memory of water. Names of places, shapes of roads,
shoals of people swimming through metro tunnels. Ghost water flows

everywhere, haunts our hearts, inundates our minds. We live soaked on ancient
memories that are not even ours, and we cannot dry.
8. In another photo, she cuddles an axolotl. She’s wearing a crown that resembles
external gill stalks. The wide-headed amphibian must be 30 cm long. Its color is
a dark olive with golden speckles that are not too different from its lidless eyes.
Both have long, slender fingers.
9. She keeps texting me back. We flirt. Or rather, she flirts with me. I mostly talk
about her hands, her perfect fingers. And I imagine them caressing me as they
do the axolotl in the photo. I blush and I’m glad she cannot see me.
10. She has sisters. I don’t know exactly how many—three or four, maybe five—. I
have seen them in photos. They all have beautiful freckled faces and long, airy
hair. But the only one who always look like she is about to say something is her.
11. I ask her for photos of her hands. She requests one of my feet.
12. Do you think people can miss a lake? She texts. I say I miss going to the beach. We
should probably plan a trip together in order to know each other better. She says
it’s not the same. The ocean is too salty. Lake Texcoco’s waters were the perfect amount of
brackish. I reply that I can make a briny soup in my bathtub for her and add a
winky face.
13. They say you can hear the ocean when you hold a seashell to your ear. If you
hold a clay jícara to your ear, you can hear the sound of lake Texcoco.
14. Water, she texts, it’s gonna be water. Your feet scream water all over. I send her a series
of funny emoji that ends in a shrug. I listen to her song, that one about a bath, a
woman and an electric cable. In the lyrics, fish are born from the boiling water.
Her voice starts soft and gradually becomes a shriek. Two guitars and a synth
battle each other to have the privilege of blending with her yowls. I hope this
one’s the lie.
15. Let’s meet up, she finally suggests. I reply that since she works with the
endangered axolotls, we should meet at the Xochimilco canals. We could ride
a trajinera raft, have some drinks, winky face. If the embarrassment over my
awkwardness were water, I would have brought back lake Texcoco already.
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16. Only the Xochimilco canals remain out of the five lakes that once were the basin
we now know as Valley of Mexico. But those murky waters won’t last forever.
Axolotls, named after the god who refused to die, are inevitably perishing. Not
even ghosts can save them.
17. I meet her at the docks. We board a trajinera raft called “Saint Adjutor.” She
offers me a drink. Her hands are even more beautiful in person, they are covered
in golden freckles, like her face.
18. We talk about her axolotls. She says we are heading to the chinampa where she
carved intricate canals for them to live. That’s a lot of work for those hands,
I say. I don’t have a winky face emoji to save me from my awkwardness. She
laughs a blue laughter. I think about her song, the one with lots of percussion. I
cannot understand the lyrics, but I somehow feel them. In the background, I can
hear splashing sounds and a woman softly crying. It’s called “Lullaby.”
19. We disembark in the chinampa. She walks as I imagine her hair moves in those
photos, like swimming without water. She goes near the edge of the canal and
crouches down by the tall grass. She calls me. Her hands point at the muddy
water: a brown axolotl rests near the surface, it is missing an arm, its external
gill stalks move placidly.
20. I look at her. Her lips, slightly open, as if about to speak.
21. Something grabs me from the water. Long, slender fingers. I feel a cold shock. I
can barely see. I feel more fingers or algae or roots. I sing in my head one of her
songs, the one about oceans of darkness. I cannot breathe. That is true. I open my
mouth to sing and drink a ghost, instead.
22. I hear music. A seashell conch seamlessly mingles with her voice.
23. “I’m only six hundred years old,” she says like a liquidy-echo. “That was the lie.”
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by Jenn Reese
Content Note: This story contains death of family members
and an open casket funeral
This story originally appeared in the March/April 2020 issue
of Analog
The day I told you I was leaving, you
clutched a river stone in your tiny hand
and threatened to throw it at my head. I
knew you wouldn’t. You loved that stone.
You loved the turtle I’d drawn on it with a
Sharpie.
Hell, back then, you’d even loved me.
We’d grown up together, you and me.
With dad gone and mom working, we’d
faced everything from permission slips to
burning the fake turkey for holiday meals.
And we’d fought. Oh, yes. We’d fought.
We were sisters, but not the kind you see
in the movies. No, we were the kind you
read about in books.

my degrees still fragile and new and in
need of constant reaffirmation, and this
was my calling. My mission. My righteous
cause. I might miss your eighth birthday,
but I’d be helping to save the world. To
give you a future so that when you made
it to eighty, there’d be a habitable planet
on which to live. I was doing you a favor.

And besides, I didn’t know Mom was sick.
No one did. She’d been coughing, sure,
but everyone was. That’s what happens
when you pollute the water and earth
and air, while simultaneously killing all
the trees and algae that might help to
cleanse it. When you let corporations
dump toxins into the water supplies and
give them tax incentives to do it. Red eyes
And then I told you I was leaving. That I’d and a cough and hell of a lot of sleepless
been called to the sea. That’s the phrase
nights for everyone!
I used: Called to the sea. As if it were my
destiny and not simply a job with SAVE’s I didn’t know about Mom, I swear.
deep-sea research team. I was a scientist,

At the funeral, you were angry that I
hadn’t visited her in the hospital. I tried
to explain about saturation diving, about
the dangers of frequent decompression
when I’d been living so deep, so far
away from the sun. We were doing good
work. Important work. Mom would have
understood, but you didn’t want to hear
it. Screw your logic, and screw you.

some crackpot in Tulsa. I put a hold on
the funds after that one, expecting you to
call. Knowing you’d come to me with an
apology, a joke, an anecdote as an olive
branch.

You’d had your hands done a month
earlier, and tried to hide them from
me. But I saw the webbed membranes
when you reached for a drink, saw the
sharpened nails. I asked how much you
were going to do. Accused you of falling
in with one of those transhuman cults.
I remember exactly what I said. You can’t
just turn yourself into some creature and swim
away from the world that needs you.

Once I realized my mistake, I tried to find
you. I emailed the cults, called all the
shelters, tracked down anyone you’d ever
mentioned was a friend. I even unfroze
the accounts. But you never surfaced.
Never took the bait. I was sure I’d never
see you again.

The way you stared at me, then. The way
your pupils contracted as if you were
purposefully shutting me out along with
the light.
I wanted you to yell like you used to. To
clutch that turtle stone and threaten to
throw it. In my mind, you were always
that little girl, always pouting, always
equal parts rage and passion. But there, at
Mom’s funeral, you took another swig of
your beer and walked away.
You didn’t answer my vid calls after that.
I knew what you were doing because
of the alert I’d put on Mom’s trust. Ten
thousand to a facility in Bangladesh, six
to another in the Himalayas, twenty to
Reese

I was a fool. You’d figured that out long
ago, but despite my degrees — or maybe
because of them — it took me longer.

And yet, here we are.
I smooth the gelatinous tendrils away
from your face, adjust your arms so that
your fins are not folded or crushed in the
coffin. Your eyes, once squirrel-brown and
angry, are now dull black orbs without
lids. I cannot close them.
What did you see with those eyes? How
far did you go?
They found you off the coast of Fiji.
Hauled you in with a fishing net not far
from where I worked, fathoms deeper, to
find new ways to cleanse toxins from the
water.
I should have worked harder. I wasn’t fast
enough to save you.

But the world is healing, I tell you. Not
quickly, but little by little. If you’d only
waited. If you’d only followed in my path
instead of growing gills and forging your
own. You were supposed to make it to
eighty.
Your reply echoes clearly. Screw you. The
world wasn’t the only thing that needed saving.
I put a stone in your hand. The turtle I’ve
drawn is more delicate this time, its shell
the correct shape, its flippers in motion as
it swims through the ocean. I wrap your
strange fingers around it and wait for you
to take aim.

We’re in the process of working with the new team to hand over the business and plan
their adventure and we can’t wait to introduce you to them!
In the meantime, they’d love to hear from you about what you’d like to see on next
year’s adventure.
What did you like? What do you want more of? Are there any creators you want to see
work from again? Of course, we can’t make any promises but we’d LOVE to hear your
opinion! Please drop us a line at mermaidsmonthly@gmail.com and tell what your
dream boat would feature!
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The rivers of Alabama are some of the most biologically diverse places on the
planet. The state has more freshwater fish, turtle, crayfish, snail, and mussel species
inhabiting its waterways than any other state in America. Alabama’s rivers are also
some of the world’s most understudied ecosystems and in the first decade of the
twenty-first century alone, 76 new species were discovered there. However, Alabama
also has 90 known extinct species, the second highest number of any state, and is
currently fourth in the nation for number of species in danger of extinction.
These facts are, for the most part, widely known. What few people know about,
however, are the mermaids.
PROPOSED ACTION:

The Alabama Mermaid Conservatorship Association (AMCA) seeks permission and
funding to further local creek reclamation by removing two dams that were damaged
by flooding, along Little Tallaseehatchee Creek, located outside Jacksonville, Calhoun
County, Alabama. This project has the ultimate goal of restoring the conditions of the
Alabama mermaid habitat.
This document has been prepared in accordance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (42 U.S.C. § 4321 et. seq.), which requires that an environmental
assessment (EA) be done to determine if any significant environmental impacts will
occur as a result of any FEMA action or FEMA funded action.
BACKGROUND:
The AMCA formed in 2005 with the goal of tracking mermaid populations in
northeast Alabama. Founded by a group of local citizens working in conjunction
with the biology department at nearby Jacksonville State University, the AMCA
seeks to study, maintain, and rehabilitate local waterways to promote the renewal
of the Alabama mermaid population. Inspired by a paper for an undergraduate local
history class written by one of the founders, the AMCA recognizes the importance of
the Alabama mermaid to the state’s history and seeks to promote knowledge of its
existence.
The AMCA is pursuing a grant to demolish two dams along Little Tallaseehatchee
Creek, which will restore conditions along the waterway to those more habitable
by the mermaid species. The two dams were damaged by flooding during the 2011
tornado super outbreak. Though they are not currently at risk of failure, continued
neglect may create unsafe conditions. While several local industrial farms have argued
that the dams should be restored to protect their water interests, it is the belief of the
AMCA that the dams should be safely removed in order to promote the return of the
Alabama mermaid. To these ends, the AMCA has established the following history.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers built a number of dams on Little Tallaseehatchee
Creek during 1936-1938, using Works Progress Administration (WPA) funds. Fed
by natural freshwater springs, the creek is roughly 8 to 12 feet wide for most of its
length, so the dams are not large. The construction was not meant to be permanent,
but was rather done in preparation for building larger hydroelectric works on the
Coosa, Tallapoosa, Chattahoochee, and other rivers in the state. Many have washed
out, but two dams remain along the Little Tallaseehatchee, resulting in two ponds
which contain .2564 acre-feet or roughly 83,500 gallons of water. These do provide
water for cattle operations but, as we are given to understand from the scant
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documentation provided by the Alabama Farmer’s Federation, possibly only a small
percentage. The dams and ponds affect the creek and all the species in its surrounding
environment, including the mermaids.
Alternately known as water sprites, mud pixies, catfish maidens, siren bream,
or bluegill folk, Alabama mermaids average 6-12 inches, with the largest known
specimen (caught, Robert Lee Travis, 1918, Choccolocco Creek) measuring
approximately 26 inches long. Shy and retiring by nature, very few Alabama mermaids
have actually been captured or examined in any detail. What we do know follows:
They are small and muddy in color. Their upper bodies are somewhat humanoid, with
faces, arms, and hands with webbed fingers, while their lower halves resemble fish or
aquatic snakes. They do not have scales, but rather skin, much like a catfish. They also
have fairly prominent barbels, again like the catfish, resembling whiskers around the
mouth. Females tend to be lighter in color, sometimes with a darker stripe running
down the back. Mating season runs March-May. Their habitat is mostly shallow
freshwater creeks and some lakes in northeastern Alabama, particularly the watershed
regions of the southernmost Appalachian Mountains. Alabama mermaids have not,
thus far, been found beyond the sandstone caprock region. They are omnivores, and
their diet probably consists of a mix of minnows, aquatic insects, algae, and other
organic material.
Though few people today know about the Alabama mermaid, its historical references
were once numerous. The earliest European record of the Alabama mermaid is from
Garcilaso de la Vega’s account of Hernando De Soto’s expedition throughout what is
now the southeastern United States. Some historians have cast doubt on Garcilaso’s
work, as he was not part of the expedition and relied on interviews with those who
were, done many years later. Additionally, his descriptions of the Alabama mermaid
bear a strong resemblance those of the aloja, water women from Catalan legends.
Alabama mermaids have long been a part of the mythology of the state. Though
native to the region, they have been linked to other semi-mythological creatures from
across the globe. Chickasaw and Choctaw cultures had stories about powerful water
spirits; it is unclear if those have ties to, or were inspired by, what we now call the
Alabama mermaid. Many of those tales were lost following the Indian Removal Act of
1830. Stories about Alabama mermaids have been connected to tales of Mami Wata
in African-American communities, originating in the western and southern regions of
Africa.
The mermaids had a brief bout of fame in the late 19th century. Possibly inspired by
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P.T. Barnum’s “Fiji mermaid,” several traveling medicine shows displayed objects they
referred to as Alabama mermaids, though most were taxidermied fish or papier-mache
sculptures. One Alabama mermaid was displayed at the World’s Fair in St. Louis in
1904, though it is not clear from the historical record if it was real or a facsimile.
An interracial Knights of Labor chapter in Oxford, Alabama adopted the creature as
its mascot, as did a United Textile Workers chapter at the Dwight Cotton Mills in
Gadsden. A pamphlet printed by the Knights claimed that the creatures’ hybrid nature
represented the solidarity of working-class people in the iron and steel industry, while
one of the textile workers was quoted in a local paper as saying that the mermaid
“represents the toughness and spine that women need to fight for better wages.”
Mermaid sightings and references decline in the early to mid-20th century, due to
a combination of increased urbanization and the degradation of Alabama’s river
systems, as well as threats from a number of invasive species. A few WPA oral
histories from the 1930s mention them, but otherwise the historical record is silent
during this period. In Calhoun County, coal mining runoff in the Lenlock area, waste
products from the pipe shops, and PCB pollution from the Monsanto plant led to a
decline in all species in local waterways, as well as an increase in human cancer rates
most noticeable in the west end of Anniston. While Choccolocco Creek was most
heavily affected, Little Tallaseehatchee Creek did not escape damage.
In addition to the pollution, the dams constructed by the Corps of Engineers
transformed part of the creek from fast-moving, shallow waterways to deep, quiet
pools. Decline in mermaid populations may also be attributable to this loss of habitat,
as the dams slow the flow of water, drop the temperature, and lower the oxygenation
levels. According to an October 1968 interview in the Jacksonville News with Dr.
James Williams, whose property bordered the creek, no fish or mermaids had been
sighted there for over twenty-five years.
Fortunately, life began to return to Calhoun County’s creeks and rivers in the 1980s
and 90s. Monsanto ceased production of PCBs in Anniston in the late 1960s, after
knowledge of the chemical’s toxicity became more widely known. After decades of
local organizing, over 30,000 plaintiffs won a court case against the company for
its damage to community health, and the resulting settlement included funding for
cleanup in the local waterways. Though the EPA has declined to designate the county
a Superfund site, largely due to Monsanto’s pressure, the clean-up has seen some
positive results. Additionally, Fort McClellan was closed in the late 1990s, which
reduced the number of nearby construction projects. Dr. Mary Elba Marshall, a biology
professor at Jacksonville State University, has tracked the return of fish populations in
Little Tallaseehatchee Creek for the past several decades. Local fishermen, including
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her father, noticed a few cypress minnows returning to the creek in the early 1980s,
and other species soon followed.
Unfortunately, there have not yet been any local sightings of the Alabama
mermaid. They have been seen in parts of the Coosa River around Ohatchee and
in the Choccolocco Creek watershed, but not yet in the Tallaseehatchee or Little
Tallaseehatchee Creeks.
CONCLUSION:
It is the belief of the AMCA that removing the two remaining Corps of Engineers
dams and restoring Little Tallaseehatchee Creek to a habitat better suited to the
Alabama mermaid is a worthy project. Contrary to the documentation provided
by local industrial farming interests, AMCA’s research has shown that overall
environmental impacts will be small. Short-term impacts will be moderate: the deeper
pools created by the dams will lose volume, the flow will increase in speed, and
the temperature of the water will rise a few degrees. The long-term impacts will be
negligible and beneficial for species renewal. While the two ponds will disappear, the
cattle farms have not demonstrated that they provide sufficient amounts of water to
negatively impact their operations. Finally, the proposed action will have no significant
adverse cumulative impacts on any other resource in the area. And while there has
not yet been a sighting in this creek, the potential return after repairing the habitat
should not be undervalued. Other waterways in Alabama have seen the return of the
mermaid after restoration projects, and it is the hope of the AMCA that the same will
be true of Little Tallaseehatchee Creek.
The story of the mermaid highlights terrible moments in Alabama’s history, from the
knowledge lost to the Trail of Tears, to the exploitation of marginalized populations by
circuses and showmen, to its adoption as a mascot by those fighting industrial powers
for better work and wages, and the loss of its habitat to the ravages of chemical
plants and military experiments. Restoring the mermaid’s habitat will not bring back
what has been lost, not extinct species or human lives. But we should not value the
profit margins of cattle farms above fighting for the health of our home. Alabama is
more than the worst of what we have done to each other and to it. The diversity of
its environment rivals that of any other place on the planet. Though the removal of
two dams may be a small project, the AMCA has faith that this is a step in the right
direction, a way to better value and preserve our state and the wide breadth of life that
calls it home.
The AMCA humbly submits this assessment to FEMA for consideration.
Campbell

by Priya Chand

Merfolk stories are like first contact
stories. It’s cliché to say the ocean is an
alien world, but it’s certainly different. I
think this aspect is fascinating to explore,
especially because land and sea are
interconnected, making these differences
not only interesting but personal.
So, when merfolk visit land, what might
they notice?
My goal isn’t to be proscriptive, but to
provide tools to answer this question.
To keep it simple, I’m focusing on the
modern-day epipelagic ocean, within 200
meters of the surface, shallow enough for
sunlight.1 For context, recreational diving
is within 40 meters, while the open ocean
can be thousands of meters deep. Giant
tubeworms, anyone? These stationary
creatures and their symbiotic bacteria
live on sulfuric fissures in the Earth’s
undersea crust.

I can’t imagine a modern merperson being
unaware of humans. We are impossible
to avoid: tourism, (over)fishing; drilling,
offshore wind, cables, military maneuvers;
our vampiric love of horseshoe crabs (we
use their sky-blue blood to test vaccines);
garbage. Our ships once plopped
ballast water into unsuspecting ports,
introducing species that can become
invasive, decimating native wildlife;
we still travel with hitchhikers.2 When
hunting krill, whales go longer routes to
avoid our traffic, noise and pollution.3
We’ve changed so many rivers (damming,
agriculture, not drinking sewage4), there’s
a turtle somewhere telling its skeptical
great-great-grandkids about how nice the
Mississippi delta once was. First contact
is a limited comparison; we’ve been
exploiting the oceans for centuries.

Then there’s breathing. Do your merfolk
sigh? How do they feel about land
odors? (Fish and aquatic mammals can
smell underwater.5) Do they like humid
days, or prefer forests because of the
transpiration?
Next, weather. Imagine a merperson’s
face when one day is a sunny 25℃ and
the next day (or hour) is a sodden 13℃.
I think they’d look like a transplant from
relatively season-free Southern California.
I won’t address claims that I’m projecting
here, thank you.
While air points and laughs when you
(okay, I) fall down, water is supportive. If
you’re negatively buoyant, you’ll sink, but
fish can generally control their buoyancy.
Meanwhile, humans trend positively
buoyant in saltwater: we float. While
we’re impacted by surface movement—
tides and waves—we are less attentive to
underwater currents.
I was swimming off the Waikiki shoreline
when a wild honu appeared! But don’t
break out the Pokéballs: Hawaii’s native
turtles are insufficiently wary of us, so it’s
rightly illegal to touch them. Instead, I
followed it, maintaining my distance.
As I tried flopping my limbs to match its
flippers, I realized we were in a ribbon
of cooler water sandwiched between
the sun-warmed surface and the algaecovered reefs. The turtle’s movements,
and by extension my own, were optimized
for riding this faster-moving water, which
Chand

I’d never done before. Not that air doesn’t
have currents, but my lack of wings makes
them somewhat inaccessible.
Eventually I realized my (human) friend
wouldn’t appreciate “the sea turtle made
me do it” as an excuse for being late, so I
flopped back into the waiting grasp of my
land nemesis, gravity. (My sea nemesis is
kelp. It’s nice to walk around and not be
randomly tangled in a slimy upjumped
protist masquerading as a plant. Note this
is mainly a Pacific Ocean problem.)
Ocean currents are physics in action. As
water warms, it rises, releasing heat back
into the air, causing it to cool and sink
again. Over geological time—tens and
hundreds of thousands of years—Earth’s
wobbles and orbit help cause ice ages
(Milankovitch cycles, named after Milutin
Milanković). There are also milder
millennial oscillations.6 We study these
through ice cores and other geology; how
long-lived are your merfolk’s records?
By raising Earth’s average temperature
really, really fast, humans have fucked up
this process. One of the ocean’s globespanning “conveyor belts” has slowed
rapidly since industrialization, which is
expected to screw up ocean life as well
as weather on land, e.g. more intense
hurricane seasons.7
The warmer the air, the warmer the water,
as deep as it goes.8 Like other substances,
water expands as it warms, causing the
sea level to rise. What happens when

low-lying cities are flooded? What ends
up in the water that was never supposed
to reach it? Would merfolk enjoy wading
through Venice, or be horrified at what’s
leaching into the Adriatic?9
I doubt merfolk would be shocked by our
copious land litter. Plastic’s been found in
the Mariana Trench, at a depth no human
has ever been (we sent a robot).10 There
is now so much plastic in the ocean that
it’s blowing back onto land.11 Fish and
seabirds mistake plastic for food, causing
starvation12 on top of developmental and
reproductive disruption;13 meanwhile,
their actual food is dying. Imagine
our cereal crops, including livestock
feed, were vanishing, and you’ll
begin to understand how serious the
disappearance of plankton, the teeny base
of the oceanic food web, is.14
Why are the plankton going?
Global warming is, fundamentally,
a problem of misplaced carbon.15
The Earth’s average temperature is
skyrocketing because we’re pumping
gases, especially carbon dioxide, into our

gaseous atmosphere. Some of it dissolves
in the ocean, acidifying the water.
Imagine living on Venus. While the
oceans aren’t quite flesh-dissolving,
organisms like coral and plankton, already
battered by rising temperatures, are also
sensitive to acidification.16 How would a
merperson feel breathing relatively clean
air? How would they react to cars and
gas stations and fossil fuel plants, if they
understood the connection?
It’s not all doom and gloom. Humans
are trying. Cleanups are underway;
conservation has helped species
rebound.17 Restaurants are helping
mitigate invasive lionfish in the
Caribbean.18 People are finally attentive
to Indigenous fishing practices, which are
not only sustainable but even improve
population health.19 Some corals are
adapting to changing habitats,20 while
other species are evolving faster than we’d
expected.21
Maybe your merfolk are working behind
the scenes to make it happen!
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Story by Jordan E. McNeil &
Art by Kat Weaver

Just below the coastal cliffs, the young
queen tends to her subjects. Bids them
good morning, inquires about their
fishing, listens to their concerns. Though
the birds’ concerns are few nowadays,
the elder puffins remember a time before
the kind-hearted queen—when hungry
locals would scale
the rocks to pillage
their nests. A
time when their
continued existence
was uncertain.
But then the
queen came. She
stood up for the
puffins, helped
the locals develop
better, sustainable
methods of filling
their empty bellies,
so that they all
could survive and
live in harmony.
And they have, for

many years since.
So now when she asks about concerns,
the puffins have none, and instead bestow
upon their queen gifts—of strong sticks
and colorful coral—for they will be forever
grateful for all she has done.

by Tiffany Morris
The queen is eating berries
bleached pink, her mermaid
scales glistening on the shore.
Her blessing
takes the shape of song,
salt, tides, blood. A kingdom in
sunlit gold.
Remorse won’t live here,
this new place of singing,
these newborn skies
and its pink blossoms:
her song turns into
a crown of flowers
that never wiltStand here with me
while the angels arrange the world:
asphalt, silk and skin arisen
into home, into story There is a ghost universe:
firework sparks
and gunpowder into blood.
A voice joins a voice joins a voice
strung together like jewels,
glimmering words buried
under bluegreen fathoms.

by Yuan Changming
there is no borderline
between sea and sky
waves are pushing their colors
up towards the air, bloating
their calls and songs to bold
changing shapes
it is a world within nature
presenting itself, or what
cannot be represented elsewhere
separated from the mind
the frame is trying to keep the mermaids
away from the Pacific trash vortex

by Marisca Pichette
This story originally appeared in Room Magazine in December, 2020

Dear Mada—
How are you? How’s Idaho? Spring has found me here, turning the yard to cork, spongy and full
of the season’s name. I don’t know how long it’s been since you saw my gingko, but it’s adapted
well to the shift in temperature. Better than me. But I guess it’s been at it many thousands of years
longer than old women like us, hasn’t it? Millions, maybe.
The storms have me hiding inside, but when I look through the window there it is, blowing this way
and that and shaping its trunk to hug the wind.
When it rains here, it’s like sky and ocean have traded places, and we live in an inverted world.

Mada,
I’ve started collecting plastic. Do they have you doing that, too? It might be an initiative only in the
eastern communities. Our council is hosting a drive to turn old plastic into housing to withstand
the storms. It’s easy to get; it washes up right on my beach, seeking haven in between the rocks. I
find it among the shells and hermit crabs, fellow squatters tossed together by the waves and left
coated with sand when the tide ebbs.
I walked down to the shore this past weekend, a basket on my hip, and retrieved zip

ties, shopping bags, saran wrap and a dragon fruit Vitaminwater bottle. I must tell you, Mada,
there was too much for my basket to hold. I had to put together a neon cairn with what I couldn’t
carry. I set it high enough for the waves to leave it be till I get back.
I brought the saran wrap, zip ties, and shopping bags to the town hall, but I kept the Vitaminwater
bottle. I don’t know why. The label looks so nice when the light comes through.

Oh Mada,
The storms are rolling through again, driving the drones off course. Some rations end up in the sea,
and the waves lash my little shoreline with brine and disembodied drone blades. Even standing
on my porch I can taste the sharpness of the sea. When I was at the town hall people were talking
about hurricanes in the next few weeks. They get stronger every year.
I’m glad that my little house is nestled in the slope, safe from the wind and rain. I’m like a little
hermit crab holed up on the shore. The waves scare me, though. They’re getting bolder.
After last night’s storm I ventured down to the beach, looking for more pieces for my project. Did
I tell you in my last postcard? I’ve decided what to do with that Vitaminwater bottle. I’m going to
make something.
My cairn is gone, though. Washed away. Where it stood just yesterday, I found the beached disc of a
jellyfish.

Dear Mada,
I’ve hardly begun, and already I’m out of my depth with this project. Do you remember Tetris?
It feels like playing that, with some Jenga thrown in to challenge my sense of balance. Every day
confronts me with a daunting mass of geometry. My fingers shake and rattle my creation from
toe to tip. It’s growing, despite my constant cock-ups. I hope you can come see it, Mada, before it
surpasses my home.

Pichette

Dear Mada,
I went down to the beach this morning, taking advantage of a window of calm between storms. At
least the violence of the sea has been helpful in throwing all manner of debris onto my little patch
of sand. I brought my basket—though it’s much too small. Today, I collected some nylon netting,
a bright red cup, a wonderful turquoise condom wrapper, and several different plastic chips and
scraps. These I’m using for scales. Oh, I do hope you are able to come visit. Did you get a pass for
travel through the Unoccupied Zone?
When you do come, I don’t know where you’ll stay. My creation has completely taken over the
house. Its tail stretches to the front door, glittering with shreds of tinsel from the boughs of an
artificial Christmas tree that found its way to my shore. The main body fills the living room, rigid
linoleum tiles fastened to a skeleton I pieced together from bits of lawn chairs and one almost
perfect kayak the storms brought in.
When I started this thing, I was still taking the boring stuff—plastic bags, bottle caps, credit
cards—to the town hall. Last time I went, there were hardly any people left. All the sleeping mats
were rolled up and stacked in a corner against the wall. Everyone had homes made from the recycled
plastic. They got so much I thought they wouldn’t miss what little bits I could carry from here. My
body is old and tired. I haven’t been to the town hall in weeks.

Mada—
I think we might be coming into the dry season at last. Blue and yellow beach pails dot my floor to
catch all the leaks. I normally have to empty them four times a day. Now they’ve slowed to a drip, I
can focus on my work.
The head is coming along. I’m making the eyes out of the skins of mylar balloons, folded and melted
against Tupperware to give them depth. Do you know what? I had the most exciting find the other
day. As the rain lessened I went down to the beach and there, half buried in the sand, was a sealed
package of shining stickers! They depicted extinct animals: elephants, zebras, giraffes, and all
manner of birds. I’m using them to decorate the fins.
I still haven’t found something suitable for the teeth.
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Mada,
The rain has stopped. All the other plants in the garden have necrotic spots, but not my gingko. Its
green fans shake in the breeze. I’m starting to think it will outlast me.
Are they really not allowing travel passes anymore? I wish I could send you a picture of my creation,
but it won’t fit in a single image, undulating through the curves of my house as it is. Here is one of
the fins. It’s almost as big as I am.

Dear Mada,
I think I’m almost there. Luck and the sea brought a paddle onto the beach today, and I broke it in
two to use for horns. The waves are thick with salt, coating the beach white. I’m still on the hunt
for teeth.

Mada—
Lightning struck close the other night. One of the new plastic homes was hit, and you could smell
the melted stink for hours. I think the owner wasn’t home. I haven’t seen
anyone around for a long time. I flit from my beach to the house and back, and your postcards have
piled up on my table. I’m sorry; I’ll get around to sending them soon. I just have to finish my work
first.

Dear Mada,
Can I break my own rules? This sculpture was meant to be a monument to memory, to all those
lovely bright and enduring details of our childhood. Plastic serving no real purpose except for
enjoyment, a luxury that’s prohibited now. I wanted colour, Mada. That’s what started this thing.
Colour and something that would never die.
But I couldn’t find teeth—not proper teeth. Until today. I combed the beach and found the perfect
thing. But it’s not plastic. It’s bone.
I think it’s from a seal. Part—or most of—a ribcage. The ribs, Mada. I’ve found my teeth.
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Mada,
I know you said you couldn’t travel, but I miss you still. The sea has been especially loud the past
few nights, and it’s so hard to move around the house with the sculpture filling every room. The
metallic pieces glitter in the moonlight, and I see their reflections in the window when I look out at
the waves. They look almost like clusters of eyes staring back.

Mada,
The rations have stopped coming, and I haven’t heard a drone in days. There’s no way to send this,
but I like to think that you know that I’m writing you. At one time I thought I would spend my last
days with you. But the storms did their work there.
The sea is louder than ever. Sometimes the wind sounds like seals singing.

Mada—
I want to get my sculpture down to the beach. It’s where it belongs; I can feel it. Does that sound
silly? It’s supposed to swim; that’s why I made fins. I wonder if I can move it on my own. Maybe if
my house fell down around the pair of us, we would be free to seek the waves.
Mada
There hasn’t been rain in weeks. Everything has died in the yard except the gingko. I’m almost out
of water jugs. No drones. I hope you are not thirsty there.

Mada,
I’m as dry as my sculpture. We are both creatures of water, beached and gasping. At night I sleep
under its teeth. The ocean calls us.
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Dearest Mada,
The gingko was struck today. It burned and burned as I watched from the window. When it was
blackened and bare, I walked down to the beach. Someone has been there. I found footprints in the
sand, a mix of feet and fins. The seals have come at last. I’m ready to follow them.
If you manage to get a travel pass, I’m leaving these letters in the sculpture’s mouth. They should be
safe when the waves come. I made the body from the sea, for the sea.

Art by Alex Nodopaka
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by Pat Tompkins
You may think it’s all serenading sailors in tropical waters, drifting la-di-da
daylong. Think again. Saltwater turns my hair into straw. And scale itch
from sea lice—no fun. Add sun damage and I feel more like a crocodile
than a sea princess. But tough skin is necessary to survive storms and tanker
wakes. Swimming and seaweed keep me healthy.
As for all of us in the sea, finding food takes most of my time. It’s not always
plentiful, given the competition, and increasingly there’s trash—plastic bags,
tin cans, glass bottles, sewage from giant cruise ships—whole archipelagos
of garbage, plus fish lines and nets to avoid. Nowadays, I’m spending more time
deeper down, where it’s darker and quieter.
Despite the debris, what could be a better home than the ocean? Yet humans
call our planet Earth, getting the name wrong.
sea horses,
manta rays, and giant squid
exceed fantasy
you lack imagination
and empathy

by Yvette Lisa Ndlovu
Content Note: This story shows a person being killed by gun violence and a child being
kidnapped.

Only a fool tests the depth of the water
by stepping in with both feet. You’ve
always believed this tsumo, always
believed that those who don’t reason find
themselves sinking into a dark cenote of
the mind where nothing thrives. You are
a member of parliament, a minister with
a very important job without time for
groundless rubbish. You pride yourself
on being a practical man. So when you
receive the initial reports about workers
at the hydroelectric dam project refusing
to go back to work due to multiple
sightings of a freshwater carnivorous
creature, you chalk it up to the workers
being superstitious Africans. You fire all
the indigenous workers and hire white
Africans who, according to you, aren’t
prone to the irrational melodramatics that
your own people often succumb to.

from the president to get this damn dam
done so you put together a taskforce
of reasonable scientists, engineers, and
military men, and you drive out of the
capital city to the remote town of Lupane
to see for yourself what the hullabaloo
is about. The white workers are too
traumatized to make any sense when
probed about what they think happened
to their co-workers. The now out-of-work
African workers refuse to talk about what
they saw, they only tell you to visit a sect
of shamans in the area.

A week later, when the corpses of seven
white construction workers wash up near
the incomplete dam, everyone else on
the team quits. You are under pressure

You rehearsed the talking points
multiple times before this meeting
with the shaman. You know that these
traditionalists are hardheaded, too set in

“This hydroelectric power plant will
benefit this region,” you say. “No more
power cuts, no more fetching firewood to
cook, no more nights lit by candlelight.
Can you not see that building this dam is
a good thing?”

their backward ways to modernize and
develop, too stuck in the past to see that
there is a future ahead of them if only
they could leave superstition behind.
“You forget that we are not the only
inhabitants of this region,” Anoona says.
“When you think of progress, you think
only in terms of human progress, what
of everything else? The forests you will
flood with this dam, the wildlife whose
homes and waterways you will disturb
and obstruct.”
You’re unable to hide your disdain for
Anoona, the leader of the shamans,
whose locs sweep all the way down to
the mudcloth covered floor. You fume
at the indignity of having to consult an
uneducated woman dressed in red robes
who lives under a thatched roof.

“So who is the bat and the eagle in this
instance?” you ask, sarcasm coating your
tongue.
“I think you know the answer to that,
honorable minister.”
“Listen, I’m on a deadline here,” you say.
“How do we get rid of these things in the
water?” The president wants his election
promise of reduced power cuts to be
delivered and your job security depends
on this project.
“Where the water is, lord,” the shaman
says, “there must the land obey.”
You blink stupidly at the shaman. If
slapping someone was socially acceptable,
you would have given her cheek a good
one by now.

“So what are these creatures in the water?
Some sort of wild animal?” You ask,
“You were taught in school that we
losing your patience. “The workers think
live on a planet that is 71% water, no?”
they saw something human or fish.”
Anoona says. “By that logic, do you really
think it is land creatures who rule this
“Just because both a bat and an eagle have planet?”
wings,” Anoona says, “does that mean
they are both birds?”
The shaman fingers her necklace that is
so intricately woven that it forms a shawl
Anoona’s apprentices, young women in
around her shoulders. The necklace is a
red robes who sit beside the shaman palm patchwork of cowrie shells and beads. The
rolling her locs, giggle at her retort.
shaman takes a patient deep breath before
continuing.
“They may have hands, eyes and hair like
humans,” Anoona says. “They may have
“They are called the njuzu nation,”
gills and tails like a fish but that does not Anoona says.
make them neither human nor fish.”
Ndlovu

“And what do these njuzu have against
dams?” you say.

You wipe your glasses and peer at her
necklace as if you are seeing it for the first
Anger flashes for an instant in Anoona’s
time. You have always been good at math
eyes, but it passes as quickly as it appears. and computers, making sense of ones and
She takes her hand off the necklace.
zeros for you is an artform. It dawns on
you that there is a pattern to how each
“I can conduct an appeasement ceremony bead and cowrie shell are positioned.
on behalf of the government,” Anoona
There is some code to the design that you
says.
can’t quite crack.
“The government has done nothing
“Is that….is that some sort of morse code
wrong,” you interject indignantly. “We are around your neck?”
simply using the resources of our native
land to improve the lives of our people.”
“You dismissed my necklace as
an adornment with no math or
“There is a pact made long ago between
sophistication to it,” Anoona says. “It is
the njuzu nation and our people, long
the treaty that the njuzu nation signed
before the whites colonized this land,
with us, minister. It is the treaty that
long before our people forgot to respect
you have broken by trying to restrict the
both the spirit world and the natural
flow of their water with your stupid dam.
world and the beings that live in between Then you hired those white workers that
both. Long before our leaders forgot
thought they knew everything and had
the blood pact we made with the njuzu
no respect for the water. No matter how
nation. This dam of yours is a betrayal of
sharp your teeth are, you cannot bite
that treaty.”
water. Water bites back.”
You are so astounded that all you can
manage is to croak out a laugh.

I am because we are, and since we are, therefore
“Where is this treaty? There is no written I am. We watch as the shaman leads a group of
record of—”
men to the water. Some of the men carry the fire
sticks the humans use to slaughter each other,
It is the shaman who laughs this time.
the metallic sticks glint in the moonlight. It
is midnight according to time on the surface.
“Written record! Look how they colonized We marvel at the certainty the humans carry
knowledge and you are the perfect parrot themselves with, like they believe this world was
to sing their so-called logic. The treaty is
molded just for them. They are but a single grain
in plain sight and you can’t even read it.” in an infinite desert of spirit, yet they believe
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the ground they walk on is solid, that everything
they perceive is the beginning and end. They do
not see the in-between, do not respect the spirit
of this world. They don’t see how this entire
universe is a web, how a spider dancing on one
end sends ripples threading through the silk.
The humans from the old world understood
this, who do you think taught them that I am
because we are, and since we are, therefore I am?
It was a hard truth for them to absorb so they
broke it down into one simpler word. They called
it ubuntu, but now ubuntu is forgotten. The
humans of the old world were deemed savages
by the humans from the new world, they were
bound and packed on boats and taken away. The
ones that remained have corrupted memories
and shame like a sickness that compels them to
forget spirit.
But there are some among them who remember
the old ways, some that have been gifted the
sight to behold spirit.
The shaman carries a calabash of beer, takes a
sip and offers it up to the water. She kneels in
the shallow end and takes a bite of raw meat,
beckoning to us. She sings a sweet song, a song
that we taught her. We swim towards her. She
touches her necklace and reminds of us of the
treaty. She apologizes on behalf of her people.
We like this woman of the surface. She has kept
our waters clean from the plastics that poison
us. She has the sight.
The shaman tells us that the leaders of her
people have a request. They want to choke up
our water. We refuse, shriek in response at the
audacity.

The men with the sticks let fire rain on the
waters. The shaman screams, jumps in front to
shield us but is caught in the fire. She drops into
the water and breathes her last.
“Kill them! Kill them all!” a man shouts.
We lose many to the fire.

For the first time in your life, you turn to
impulse before reason. You test the depth
of the water with both feet.
“Kill them!” you shout. “Kill them all.”
Those dreadful things in the water cannot
be reasoned with. They are animals,
albeit unnatural ones, but animals none
the less. You tell yourself you made the
right choice. You nearly vomit thinking
of how the shaman had appeased the
creatures by eating raw meat, bloody and
red straight from the butchers. She had
said that that’s how the njuzu like their
meat, doing the things they do would
be a sign of respect. You didn’t mean
for the crazy woman to die but she’d
jumped in front of the creatures to protect
them from the firing squad. The way she
absorbed the bullets into herself as if she
were receiving a gift. She was unafraid,
was that a glint of pride you saw flash in
her eyes before the light blinked out like
a power cut. That look will haunt your
dreams for months.
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The creatures will also haunt your
dreams. Olive scales platted across a fish
tail, hair mossy and matted, dark pupilless eyes, triangular razor-sharp teeth like
a piranha, dark skin that gleams gold in
the moonlight.
The dam and the hydroelectric power
station take five years to build. At the
opening ceremony, you give a rousing
speech and the president cuts a ribbon.
There are cameras and cheers for
progress. There is talk of how the country
is catching up to the west.
Your doting wife and daughter are
present. They are proud of you.
You look out at the water with unease.
You know that the survivors of the
massacre are out there.

The humans of the old world had a saying. No
matter how hot your anger may be, it cannot
cook. Njuzu rage is nothing like human rage; it
cannot be contained by flesh and bones.
We unleash our fury in floods.

The humans love taking what does not belong to
them; we do some taking of our own.
When they hold a big, noisy ceremony to
celebrate the completion of their power station
that looms over our waters we wait and watch
at the water’s edge. We see a young girl. We
smell the minister in her blood. We sing a song
only for her ears. It is a song that tickles her
spirit, it is rope that coils around her and pulls
her to the water. The girl leaves the tent where
all the speeches and ribbon cutting are going on,
her mother believes she seeks to relieve herself in
a porta potty. We need her to put both her feet
in the water. We cannot take a human unless
they cross into our world. The song is a sweet
salve on her soul. She steps in and we drag her
below the depths.

When your daughter goes missing you
know immediately that the creatures have
taken her. You and your wife rush to the
shamans for help and beg for forgiveness.
The new leader of the shamans is Thandi,
one of the girls who’d been palm rolling
Anoona’s locs the last time you came
here. She has no sympathy for you.

Tourist boats return to the docks empty, the crew “The njuzu nation do not harm those they
and passengers never to be seen on the surface
have taken,” Thandi says. “They only have
again.
one rule: if your loved one is taken, do not
cry for them.”
A couple goes for a swim; only one makes it
back to the surface.
Something breaks in you, that logic you
pride yourself in falls apart, the careful
Engineers go to work and never come back.
dam you’ve built around your mind
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cracking like glass. You curse at the
shaman, weep until your eyes are red and
swollen.

of the spirit that connects us all. What
the shaman doesn’t tell you is that your
daughter will one day return to this world
with the gift of healing like all humans
Thandi regards you coolly and says, “Your who are taken. What the shaman doesn’t
daughter will never return to you.”
tell you is that your daughter will have no
memory of her life before she lived with
When you run out of the hut, you run
the njuzu. What the shaman doesn’t tell
further from your mind. You roam
you is that your daughter will become the
the water’s edge the rest of the days
next shaman, that she will teach future
searching for a little girl who was taken by shamans how to care for this world, how
freshwater mermaids.
to tend to its spirit. What the shaman
doesn’t tell you is that you are because we
What the shaman didn’t tell you is that
are, and since we are, therefore you are.
the njuzu nation will teach your daughter
Art by Anne E. G. Nydam
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by Jasmine Arch
i breathe
without breath

as insatiable
as our hunger

silty water
filters through my gills

they see only
our glamour
of soft hair
shining eyes
supple bodies

floods my senses
with the taste
of kelp
fish
and filth
fucking humans
with boats that float
and boats that dive
the only good boat
is one that sinks
we tried
to leave the top
for them
our kind hides
deeper
and deeper
but still they come
their greed

not the fangs disguised
by luscious lips
nor the claws
we keep from sight
not one
resists our bait
my prey drifts behind me
eyes unseeing
fingers reaching
for the air that isn’t there
limply he follows me down
where my young ones await
hiding is pointless
so we hunted
become the hunters

by Sarah Gailey
Blood was falling out of the boy as fast
as the ocean could drink it in. That’s why
I came and I won’t pretend otherwise. I
smelled it in the water, blood thick as a
ribbon of kelp, blood reaching out like a
tentacle to grab me by the teeth and pull
me close.
I came to eat the boy and that’s just
how it is. I know I promised I wouldn’t
anymore. But that was a promise I made
when there wasn’t the sharp sweet
yank of blood tugging at me with the
relentlessness of a powerful current.
When I made the promise I whined about
how I was hungry, but that wasn’t the
whole of it, that wasn’t the true shape of
why I needed to do the things that led to
me needing to make the promise.
It wasn’t quite hunger.
I’d eaten more than my fair share of
the unchecked swarms of urchins that
dominated the seafloor in the absence
of the long-vanished otters, me and the
wolf-eels hunting together. But while
urchin innards are rich, they are also soft

and bloodless.
I’d wrestled a few squids, not very large
but strong and vicious, and I’d exhausted
them into submission and stained my
teeth black with their fear — but that
was more about the fight than about the
meal I got out of it. And technically that
was a chore, part of our attempt to keep
the population trim even as it exploded
in the warming waters of our sea. So it
was even less satisfying because it was an
obligation, squeaking rubbery between
my teeth.
I even got a bird once, in the time after
the promise and before the boy. I never
told anyone about the bird because birds
aren’t technically protected but they’re
protected enough and I of all people know
that the spirit of the law means more
than the letter of it these days. The bird
struggled less than I thought it would and
the crunch-snap of it was rewarding, the
heavy heat of it blooming in the water
around me like an anemone opening to
feed. But the bones were light and the
meat was scant and the blood came off me

so easy, and before I knew it, I was in the
middle of a shoal of feathers, breathless,
a rain of small bones littering the sand far
below. I was already clean by the time the
last feather fell out of my sight, into the
darkness.
So when I say I was hungry, I am not
quite telling the truth. I’m not lying
either. I was just a different kind of
hungry. I was plump and glossy and sleek
and happy and the thing that gnawed at
me was not an emptiness so much as a
memory. A memory of the velvet weight
of a certain kind of blood on my tongue,
the slip of slick meat through my fingers,
the soft keen of an abovewater scream.
I had licked all the marrow out of that
memory and sucked on the bones of it
until they were smooth as glass, and
revisiting it was more and more like
telling myself the story of a meal and
expecting to feel my belly swell with it.
So I came to eat the boy. It was delicious,
the abandon, the way it engulfed me,
the warm dark mouth of the hunger
swallowing me whole. I didn’t even try
to fight it. I caught the scent and I chased
it all the way to the old wind farm, the
half-sunk columns of the turbines rising
up out of the water like the drowned
redwoods a handful of miles farther out to
sea.
I wove my way between them, my tail
whipping back and forth, churning,
skimming the razor lips of the barnacles
that crusted the submerged turbines.
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Loose scales fell free and sparked bright
in my wake, marking my careless trail.
The boy clung to the base of a broken
turbine blade, his arms wrapped around
it, his feet braced against the hub at the
center of the blades. He was stretched out
along the length of the blade, hugging it
tight enough to keep from slipping down
the length of it and into the water. His
grip must have been strong because the
tip of the blade pointed down and I know
how slippery the metal is. Every time a
fresh storm rips through, a few of them
fall into the water, and they’re slick as
jellies until the salt corrodes them rough
enough for things to grow on them.
By the time I found him there, clinging
to the turbine with those strong arms, he
was bleeding freely and his blood was still
hot and he was not alone.
A rival had beat me to him.
The eel circled in the water below the
boy, a long mottle of brown and yellow,
eyes bright with anticipation. She was big
the way they’re big now, one long stripe
of muscle the size of my entire tail. She
arced up out of the water now and again,
not high enough to catch the boy but high
enough to elicit a shivery yell from him
each time, and when he yelled the blood
that streamed out of him and into the
water seemed a little sweeter.
I understood her game. I respected her
speed and her strength and her right to

the boy. She’d beaten me fair and square,
and I’m sure she was hungry the same
way I was hungry.
But I did not want to share him.
The eel didn’t see me coming. I swam up
from below and I seized her in my arms,
squeezed tight like I’d chosen a lover
and then tighter, too tight for anything
but death. The top of my skull pressed
hard under her jaw and my arms locked
me in place so those knifeblade teeth
couldn’t reach me to bite no matter how
she thrashed, and oh, how she thrashed.
Her tail whipped in a frenzy and the
undulating muscle beneath her skin
flexed like living stone. She could have
gotten free from anyone else but I am
not anyone else, and my tail, long and
lithe and just as strong as the rest of me,
corkscrewed around and around her until
we were one long rope of fury.

and dripping into the water. There was
blood from his arms, too, from where he
was gripping the broken blade of the old
turbine. He was holding it tight so as not
to fall and the jagged metal was digging
into the soft pink meat of him, and the
angle of the blade made his blood run
along the length of it and sluice off the tip
and into the water.
He was losing blood. I didn’t know how
fast, and I didn’t know how much he had
left, but I worried that if I didn’t get to
him soon, he would lose all of it before I
could have any.
I dove down deep, deep enough to see
the distant shadow of the eel on the sand.
Before I could make out the contours of
her corpse too crisply, I whipped myself
around to charge toward the surface, my
tail churning below me, my arms tucked
tight to my sides.

After that it was simply a matter of arms.
I have them and the eel did not, and so
I won, and she fell to the seafloor limp,
an army of crabs and long-reaching sea
stars on their way to her even before she
settled fully to the sand.

I burst out of the water and into cold thin
air and I reached up, stretching my fingers
toward him, stretching with all my might
to try to grab the hanging handle of his
small curl-toed foot. I could have had
him, I know I could, except that it’s hard
to see out of the water and I had to squint
And then it was just me and the boy. Just against the bright chill of the air and I was
me and the boy and his blood and the sea. tired from killing that eel so I didn’t get
quite the height I needed.
He stared down at me gape-mouthed
and his mouth was where the blood was
Anyway, I didn’t get the boy. I caught
coming from. He’d bitten clean through
myself on the way down, snagging a
his lower lip — I could see the dark crease ladder rung far below him. Pain arced
there. Blood was running down his chin
through my shoulder when I caught myself.
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I hung there, halfway out of the water,
panting raggedly. Below the surface my
tail coiled and thrashed, an involuntary
tantrum, the spillage from my impatience
and frustration. Above the water, my flesh
crawled with creeping cold.
“You saved me.”
I looked up to see the boy staring down
at me with his small strange eyes. He was
blurry still but close enough that I could
mostly see him, even with my whole
head out of the water like this. He was a
juvenile, with a thatch of thick fur on his
head and clothes hiding the quality of his
muscle tone. I don’t prefer having to peel
them before I eat them but it’s not like
I was spoiled for choice. Besides, even if
those details might have deterred me, his
voice was thick with blood and pain and
shaky with fear. My mouth flooded with
saliva at the delicious, familiar sound.
I was so close to having him.
Except that my arms trembled with the
effort of hanging on to the ladder. It was
that fucking eel. I’m strong — I’m very,
very strong, everyone says so — but the
work of wrestling and killing the eel had
tired me out. I told my muscles to lift me
higher and they simply refused.

mean ceding him to whoever else came
along with an appetite, or worse, leaving
him to be rescued by the others.
I decided to rest and then try again. That
would be best. Resting my weary body
until it was ready to work a little more. It
would, I promised my trembling muscles,
be worth it.
He spoke again. “How can I ever thank
you?”
Come on down into the water, I thought. But
I knew that wasn’t going to happen. The
humans fear the water because it keeps
rising up to kill them. They fear it because
it washes into their settlements in sudden
waves, because it whips up into the sky
to rain down and flood them, because it
devours their structures and sucks their
ships to deep dark places where their only
chance of survival is rescue by those who
have decided, for some reason, not to eat
them anymore.
I’ve tried coaxing humans into the water.
They won’t do it. They won’t come in.
I made an attempt anyway. It was worth
trying.

“Come into the water,” I said, my voice
I needed to feed and I needed to rest. But low and rumbling in the open air. “It’s
in order to feed, I would have needed to
hard for me to be up here, in the air.
either get the boy or leave the boy, and
Come into the water and we can talk
neither one was an option. Getting the boy more.”
was too hard. And leaving the boy would
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He shook his head, blood flicking from
his mouth and through the air. “I can’t. I
don’t know how to swim.”
“You don’t have to swim,” I promised,
and I meant it. “I’ll take care of
everything.”
He shook his head again and this time a
drop of blood landed on my lower lip. “I
can’t,” he repeated. “I’ll drown.”
Well, I couldn’t argue with that. He would
drown. I pressed my lips together so I
could suck the blood off without him
seeing. It was sweet. Oh, it was sweet.
It made me patient, that drop. “Well,” I
said, “then…” the sands inside my skull
shifted at last to reveal an idea. “You can
thank me by telling me your name.”
“My name?”
“Sure. I need to know what to call you if
we’re going to be friends.”
“F-friends?” He looked hesitant.
The sands inside my skull shifted again
and I couldn’t tell anymore if my idea was
a good one. “Of course,” I said. “Friends.
Don’t you all still… do that? Friendship?
Family?” Maybe the culture had shifted
since the last time I took one alive. It had
been a while.
He made a wet noise. “Of course we do.
It’s just… it’s a long story.”

I shifted experimentally on the ladder
rung. I didn’t have my strength back, not
quite. I needed more time, and I needed
to stop spending my energy on holding
myself up. I lowered myself a rung and
the boy cried out.
“Wait! Don’t go!”
I paused, squinting up at him. “I’m just
getting back into the water,” I said. “It’s
cold up here and I’m tired. But I’ll stay. I
want to hear this long story of yours.”
“Please,” he said. “Please.”
I smiled a little as I made my way down
the ladder, dropping carefully, rung by
rung until I was in the water up to my
shoulders. I could hear the little sigh of
relief he let out when I didn’t disappear.
“There,” I said, just to make sure he knew
I was staying. “Now I don’t have to hold
myself up. My arms were getting so tired,”
I added, inspiration washing through me.
“I don’t know how you’ve stayed up there
for so long. I was ready to drop into the
water after just a few minutes, and I’m
not even injured.”
It worked. The turbine blade rattled
with his trembling. He must have been
exhausted and at some point that kind of
fatigue becomes less a matter of physical
fortitude and more a matter of mental
fortitude. Everyone gives up eventually.
Maybe, I thought, I didn’t have to get my
strength back enough to leap out of the
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water at all. Maybe I could get him to give
up. Maybe I could get him to fall before
anyone else arrived to compete for the
meal.
“How did you get up there, anyway?
It must have been awful, whatever
happened to you. Your arms must be so
tired.”
He told me his story and of course it
was terribly boring. It was all the usual
problems they deal with out there — he
had a family and friends and they lived
in a big tower on high ground, where
they thought the water couldn’t get them
even during the inevitable storm surges
and floods that come with living on land.
Then they got word about an incoming
hurricane that was going to reach further
inland than ever before. He named a city
that I didn’t recognize but the way he
said it made me think that it was really
very landlocked, so I made an impressed
sound.

sneaking us both through the trash chute,
but nobody else could fit,” he said. “And
we only barely managed to get to a storm
shelter in time, and when the storm
was over and we came outside again…
everything was gone.”
Something caught my attention there.
“Brother?”
“My baby brother,” he confirmed.
“A baby?” I’d never seen a baby before.
In fact, this boy was only my second
juvenile. In my limited experience, the
juveniles were leaner than the adults,
stringier. Would the infant be even worse?
All sinew and tendons? Or would it be
more like a young seal, fatty and tender?
I was curious, sure. But I wasn’t happy
at the idea of a baby, not right then. One
human at a time is much easier to handle
than two. Depending on how fast and
muscular human infants are, it could have
been a serious complication for me.

“We tried to get out of the tower,” he
said, “but the company locked us in. They “I left him with a family at the shelter so
said that we had to finish our shifts before I could come to the coast to try to find.
we could leave. And the building…”
Well. You.” He laughed and the turbine
blade rattled again. “They told me I was
“Right, the building,” I said, only half
being foolish, chasing down a rumor, but
paying attention. If I sucked on my lower here you are. It was worth it. I knew it
lip hard enough I could still taste his
would be worth it.”
blood a little. “The one your family lived
in. What a building.”
“And now you’re stuck on a turbine,” I
said, relieved that he was the only human
That wet noise again from him. “I
I was dealing with, renewing my efforts to
managed to get my brother out by
make him fall. “Your poor tired arms.
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You’ve lost a lot of blood, too,” I added,
the worry in my voice real. I didn’t want
him to keep bleeding a little at a time,
going cold and tacky, congealing in the
open air. “It must be so hard to hang on.”
And then what he’d said caught up with
me. “Wait, you came to find me?”
“Not you, personally,” he said. His voice
was clear and steady, as if the thing I’d
said about him being tired hadn’t affected
him at all. “No offense. I just came to see
you, as in, your kind. Mermaids.”
“You left your infant brother in a storm
shelter so you could come and see
mermaids,” I repeated flatly.
He slipped for a moment, sliding toward
the end of the turbine blade. But then
he caught himself and held on tighter
than ever, his breath coming fast and
frightened. “Yes? I mean, everyone knows
mermaids help people. Right? You help
when a human is in trouble. And I’m in
trouble, so I thought...”
He didn’t trail off. I just stopped listening
for a little while.
I couldn’t decide whether this was
obnoxious or exciting. On the one hand,
everyone was going to be insufferable
when they learned that the decision
to stop eating humans had gotten us a
reputation as helpful and kind. I would
have to hear a lot of aren’t you glad you
finally agreed to respect the new rules and it’s
more satisfying to help someone in need than it

is to feed.
On the other hand, if that reputation
brought more humans to the water —
more humans like this one, weak and
vulnerable — then maybe my encounters
with them wouldn’t have to be so few and
far between. Maybe nobody would notice
if a few went missing here and there.
“...and everyone says that the best place
to find you is in the old wind farms. So
I gave my dad’s watch to a man in town
so he’d rent me a boat, and then I rowed
out here, and I pricked my finger and let a
drop of blood fall in the water like he told
me I had to do to summon you. And it
worked!”
I looked around but didn’t see a boat.
There was, however, a good amount of
splintery wood floating on top of the
water, spread out among the columns of
the turbines. “But I’m not the only one
you… ‘summoned’,” I guessed.
He shook his head. “The eel. It came up
out of nowhere and knocked the boat over
and I fell into the water.”
I felt a little bad, then, for killing the eel.
She’d really earned this boy. In a way, I
was earning him more, having gone to the
trouble of killing her and now listening
to his endless tedious story. But still, it
wasn’t quite fair of me. I can admit that.
I’m not made of stone.
Maybe we could have shared him.
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“So you climbed up there and she
smashed the boat up, what? Looking for
you? That must have been frightening.”
Who knows why the eel smashed the boat
up, maybe she was just mad. They get
mad sometimes. But it made the danger
he’d been in seem worse, implying that
the eel was hunting him instead of just
following the scent of his blood.
My instincts were good. They usually are.
“Oh, I didn’t realize it was looking for
me,” he said softly, his voice quavering.
“Is it — um, when you fought it off, did
you, you know. Did you hurt it enough
that it might not come back? Or will it
come back? Do you think?”
He was so scared that he could barely put
a sentence together. Oh, it was perfect.
He didn’t realize that I’d killed her, it had
all happened in the dark water and he
couldn’t know that she was dead on the
seafloor, feeding all the crawling things
that live down there.
I looked at the darkening sky. “I didn’t
hurt her at all, really,” I said slowly, as if
I was weighing how to tell him. “I just
scared her off. She probably won’t come
back until nightfall.”

letting go of the ladder and swimming
until I was right under him. My tail
undulated in the water, keeping my chin
above the surface. “She’ll be on her way,
then. We should get you out of here.”
“Please, yes, get me out of here, I can’t
hang on much longer and the eel, it’s so,
it’s just, I think it’ll eat me!” He wrapped
his legs around the blade. He looked like
a young octopus trying to suffocate a sea
cucumber, all clumsy limbs and flailing
effort. “Call the CPC!”
I dipped below the surface of the water
and resurfaced a moment later. “The
who?”
“The Coastline Protection Corps! Call
them! You can call them, right? That’s
what everyone said!” The turbine
groaned, his flailing stressing the metal.
The blade he was on jolted, slipping
just the tiniest bit closer to the water.
His screaming and panting bought me a
moment to think.

“Nightfall?” He slipped on the turbine
blade again, ended up swinging from
it upside-down, clinging desperately,
breathless. “But it’s almost dark already!”

The CPC were an irritant. They lived on
huge barges, loud ones with churning
propellers. They built the barges on a
different coast so I’d never seen them do
it, but I’d seen the results plenty of times
and I’d heard stories of entire coastlines
slicked with dark grease from their
operation. Their goal, as far as I could tell,
was to get humans off the land.

“Is it? Oh, my, I hadn’t realized, I was
too wrapped up in your story,” I drawled,

I don’t care very much about this project
but lots of others do. There’s heated
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debate about the noise and the pollution
and whether or not it’s a good idea to let
the humans consider the sea their home.
Some feel that it’s our responsibility
to work with the CPC to help as many
humans as possible safely get off land.
Others feel that we should work with
them to keep land safe so they can stay
put.
I don’t participate in debate on account
of my opinion being ignored during the
last big one. While that is nice for me
because it means I don’t have to deal
with arguments about things that don’t
concern me, it also means I don’t know
where we landed on that particular issue.
Which is tricky, because that means I
don’t know if we can call the CPC or not.
But that’s okay because I can just lie.
“Of course we can call them,” I told the
boy. “Just drop into the water and I’ll take
you to them. They’re nearby.”
He twisted his head around to look down
at me. “What?”
“Yeah, they’re just past the edge of the
windfarm,” I said easily. “Big barge. Lots
of food on there. Fresh vegetables, even.
Grapes and everything.” Humans love
grapes.
He was quiet for a long moment and
when he spoke again his voice was soft
with doubt. “But why would they be so

close to shore?”
I dipped below the surface again for
a moment before answering him.
“Protecting it,” I ventured. “The coastline,
I mean. That’s what they do. It’s in the
name.”
I could feel it. He was about to do it. He
was about to drop into the water and then
I’d have him, and he couldn’t even swim
so there wouldn’t be a fight, mine, all
mine, slippery and sweet and hot between
my teeth, and nobody would ever know —
A splash beside me as a gleaming head
emerged from the water.
“Hey, did you see a big eel died?” It was
my cousin. My softhearted, short-tailed
cousin, who had always had the timing
of a jellyfish bloom. I bit back a swear.
“It’s right below you, did you see what
happened to — oh! There’s a human up
there!” She pointed at him, just a little
ways above my head, as if I might not
have seen.
“Yeah,” I replied through clenched teeth.
“I’d noticed.”
“...What were you doing with him?” Her
voice carried a suspicion that I really
couldn’t blame her for.
“They saved me,” the boy called down.
“They saved my life.”
Cousin turned to me with wide, skeptical
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eyes. “Really?”

long way.”

“Really,” the boy replied, even though it
wasn’t him she’d been asking. “The eel
was going to eat me and they fought it
off! They were just about to take me to
the CPC. They saved my life,” he said
again. Rubbing it in my face.

I let her go and tried not to seethe as she
vanished into the water, off to find a call
button I’d never heard of before.

A wide grin spread across Cousin’s face.
“I’m so proud of you,” she whispered to
me. “This is real growth!”

“I knew you’d help,” the boy said. Then,
slowly, softly, “I’m Nicholas, by the way.
Nick.”
“You’re a what?” I snapped, irritated.
I didn’t want to talk to him anymore.
“What’s that?”

I gave her a grim nod in return. “It was
easy. I made a promise,” I whispered back. “Nicholas,” he replied. “That’s my name.
“You know I keep my promises.”
You asked before, and I figured I should
tell you. You know, now that we’re… now
“I guess you really do,” she said. She
that we’re friends.”
sounded impressed. “You stay up there,”
she called to the boy, loud and strident.
“Oh.” Friends. “Well. It’s nice to meet
“We’ll go and get the call button so the
you, Nicholas.”
CPC can send a team out here to get you.
Can you hold on for five more minutes?”
He was quiet for a long time, and then
spoke so softly that I almost didn’t catch
“I think so,” he said. That meant that if
the words. “Can I come back sometimes?”
Cousin had just been ten minutes later —
but no. There’s no use focusing on what
“What, here?”
could have been.
“Yeah,” he said. “To visit you. I haven’t
I wrapped my tail around Cousin’s,
had a friend since… since everyone died.
stopping her from diving. “I’ll stay here,” And I know I’ll probably meet people on
I murmured. “The boy can’t swim.
the barge, but none of them saved my life
Someone should be here in case he falls
today. Maybe I could come back here and
while you’re gone.”
visit you sometime.”
She nodded, still grinning at me. “That’s
smart,” she said. “I’m so impressed. The
old you would never have thought to
protect him like that. You’ve come such a
Gailey

The hunger yawned wide in me, a jawcracking gapemouthed thing. The boy
wanted to come back. He wanted to come
back.

Who was I to stop him
from coming back?
“Oh, yes, Nicholas,” I said,
swimming in a lazy circle
below his dangling form.
“You should definitely
come back to visit. I would
like that very, very much.”
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We are no myth, we are not
merely fish, not simply women.
What you should keep in mind:
When you argue over our shoal,
when you trash our bay, is that
we are no myth, we are not
Yours to erase, just because
you’re in pursuit of prey.
What you should keep in mind
Is we’re not in it for your bodies,
but for bodies of water, us guardians,
we are no myth, we are not
Modest folk, we siren how
you’ve despoiled and sacked our homes.
What you should keep in mind
is that our sea is not yours to mine
not yours to claim nor to acquire.
We are no myth, we are not
Owned nor bargained nor attained.
We will do what we are forced to do.
What you should keep in mind
Is our power to summon monsters
to entice beasts to take your liver—
We are no myth, we are not
Tale, we will suck the living from you
until you are no longer male—
We are no myth, we are not…not at all…
what you should keep in mind.
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